Abstract. Four competing definitions for limitation topologies on the set of continuous functions C(X, Y) are compared.
Introduction
Four competing definitions for limitation topologies on the set C(X, Y) of maps ( = continuous functions) from a space X to a space Y are compared. Although all four topologies arise naturally, it is shown that only two of the four topologies are appropriate for describing relationships between elements of C(X, Y) and, in particular, closeness of maps that have been useful in the study of Hubert space manifolds and other infinite-dimensional nonlocally compact manifolds as influenced by the seminal work of H. Toruñczyk. The limitation topology as originally described by Toruñczyk [To2] is a convenient language in which to express the fact that, under specified conditions on X and Y, arbitrary maps from X to Y are approximable with cover close control in Y by maps having various desirable properties. For example, if X is a separable metric space and Y is the separable Hubert space, then maps from X to Y are strongly approximable by embeddings, and this can be stated alternately as the set Emb(.if, Y) of embeddings of I in y is a dense subset of C(X, Y) whenever C(X, Y) is given the limitation topology. More importantly, the limitation topology has been used as a powerful tool in obtaining quick proofs that certain subsets of C(X, Y) are dense in C(X, Y). These proofs rely on the fact that C(X, Y) becomes a Baire space whenever it is given the limitation topology and this reduces the problem of showing that a subset G is dense in C(X, Y) to observing that G can be written as a countable intersection of open dense subsets. In practice, there is usually a natural decomposition of G as a countable intersection of open subsets and it remains to decide whether each such open set is dense. The equivalence of the following two statements is used both for deciding whether the open sets are dense and for proving that C(X ,Y) is a Baire space when given the limitation topology: (**) for every / e C(X, Y) and open cover % of Y (or, perhaps, im /), there exists g € E ^-close to /.
Any topology on C(X,Y) that implies the equivalence of (*) and (**) can vie for the title "Limitation Topology." Unfortunately, Toruñczyk's original wording of the definition of the limitation topology coupled with the equivalence of (*) and (**) led many researchers to hold the misconception that the set S? = {B(f, V)\fsC(X,Y),&e cov(r)} (see §2 for definitions) forms a basis for the limitation topology and/or that each set of the form B(f ,1i) is open. A secondary goal of this paper is to correct this misconception. Simple examples are constructed that show that this assumption that 5? forms a basis for the limitation topology on C(X, Y) in general is invalid. In fact, these examples illustrate that in general 5? cannot form a basis for any topology on C(X, Y). §2 presents the definitions of the four competing topologies on C(X, Y) and two are shown to be acceptable definitions for limitation topologies in that they imply the equivalence of (*) and (**). These two are labeled the limitation topology and the modified limitation topology, respectively. The equivalence of all four topologies as suggested by Toruñczyk [Toi, comment before (A), p. 33] in case X is compact is demonstrated and other descriptions of the limitation topology in terms of metrics are given.
§3 presents the aforementioned examples that show that 5? in general cannot form a basis for any topology on C(X, Y). Specifically, it is shown that 5? cannot form a basis whenever X is not compact and Y is a noncompact absolute retract.
§4 presents a discussion of subspaces of C(X, Y) and a result of Toruñczyk [To2] that implies that C(X ,Y) is a Baire space whenever C(X, Y) is given the (modified) limitation topology and Y possesses a complete metric. It is observed that whenever X is homeomorphic to Y, all four topologies introduced in §2 coincide when restricted to the subset of C(X, Y) that consists of homeomorphisms of X onto Y.
Terminology and notation. If / and g are maps of a space X into a space Y and % is a collection of subsets of Y, then g is called a %-approximation to f or g is said to be %-close to f provided for every x in X, {f(x) ,g(x)} is contained in some member of fZ. Given families si and 38 of subsets of a space Y, sí refines 38 provided each member of si is contained in some member of 38. Observe that it is not assumed that \\sf = \J38 for si to refine 38. si star-refines 38 if stsi = {st(A,si)\A esi} refines 38 where %\(A ,si) is the union of all elements of si that hit A , and si double star-refines 38 if st2 si = ststj/ refines 38. AR(ANR) denotes absolute (neighborhood) retract for the class of metrizable spaces. Further terminology and notation is introduced as needed. for any common refinement W e cov(y) of $¿ and "V. This ensures that Un V is an element of y and obviously implies that y is a topology on C(X, 7). Closely related to ¿7" is the finer topology 3' defined by the rule: U c C(X, Y) is an element of y' if for every / € U, there exists ^ e cov(/) such that B(f,1t)cU.
Though S* and 3' form subbases for the topologies x and t' , respectively, examples constructed in §3 show that in general they do not form bases. For an example illustrating the failure of 2.3 whenever C(X ,7) is topologized by x, see §3.
We now prove that under restrictions on X and 7, the four topologies x, x , y, and y' are all equal to the compact-open topology on C(X ,7).
2.4. Proposition (Toruñczyk) . If X is a compact metrizable space and Y is a metrizable space, then 3" -y ' forms a basis for the compact-open topology and 3(f) = {B(f,%f) \ %f G cov(7)} forms a local base of open sets at f in the compact-open topology. Furthermore, the four topologies x, x , 3, and 3 all coincide with the compact-open topology.
Before proving 2.4, we prove a preliminary lemma.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.5. Lemma. If X is a compact metrizable space, Y is a metrizable space, and f G B(g,%) G 3, then there exists a cover V G cov(7) such that B(f ,T) c B(g,&).
Proof. Fix a metric on 7 and for each y G im/ let ô(y) G [0,oo] be the supremum of all a > 0 for which the following holds: for every x G f~ (y), there exists U G % such that g(x) e. U and A¿(y) c U, where A^v) denotes the ¿-neighborhood of y in 7. The compactness of X guarantees that ô(y) > 0 for all y G im/ and we claim that there exists e > 0 such that e < S(y) for every y G im/. If not, then there exist a sequence {y,}^ in im/ and y G im/ such that y, -► y and ¿(y() -► 0. We may assume without loss of generality that y( G A¿(y) for each i where ¿ = ô(y)/2 and that <J(y(.) < <5 for each /'. Notice that A¿(y,) C A^(y)(y) for each i. From the definition of S, since ö*(y;) < 5, there exists x( G f~ (y¡) such that for every U C.ÍÍ with g(x¡) eU, Aj(y,) is not contained in U. Since ^T is compact, we may assume by passing to a subsequence if necessary that x¡ -► x for some x e X. By continuity, f(x) -y and hence there exists U G íi suchthat g(x) G U and Ng, Ay) c C/. Since g(x¡) -» g(x) and y¡-* y, there exists a positive integer it with {g(*"),y"} c c7. We have g(x") G C/ and Ns(yn) c JV,w(y) C 1/ which contradicts our definition of xn . Hence e exists. Let 'V be the open cover of 7 that consists of the e/2-neighborhoods of the points of 7. It is a straightforward argument that shows that B(f ,'V) c B(g, %).
Proof of Proposition 2.4. Observe that 3 c 3'.
For B(f ,ît) e 3', let %* = y U {7 -im/} and observe that B(f,W) = B(f ,%*). Since X is compact, ^* G cov(7) and hence 3' c 3. Then 3 = 3'.
In order to show that 3(f) forms a local base of open sets at / in x, it suffices to show that for finitely many elements, say B(gx, ^, ), ... , B(gk , $Sk), of 3 each of which contains /, there exists ?/"gcov (7) for which B(f , If 7 is metrizable, then there are other descriptions of the limitation topology. Let metr(7) denote the collection of all bounded compatible metrics for 7. For a metric p G metr(7) and map / G C(X ,7), let B (f, 1) denote the set {g G C(X ,7) | p(f,g) < 1} where p(f,g) denotes the supremum of all distances p(f(x),g(x)) for jc G X. It easily follows from [Du, IX, 9.4, p. 196 ] that, for each B(f',fi) e 3, there exists a metric p G metr (7) such that B (f ,\) c B(f,%i); conversely, if p G metr (7) is given, then B(f,1i) C B (f,\) where ^ G cov (7) consists of the open />-balls in 7 of radius 1/3. Therefore an alternative description of the limitation topology whenever 7 is metrizable is that a subset U G C(X, 7) is y-open if and only if, for every / G U, there exists a metric /> G metr(7) such that B (/, l) c U. E c C(X, 7) is y-dense if and only if for every / G C(X, 7) and metric /j G metr(7), there exists g e E such that p(f,g) < l. Furthermore, we have the following result.
2.6 Proposition. Let Y be a metrizable space. The collection {B (/,1)|/g C(*, 7), /?e metr(7)} forms a basis for 3.
Proof. We need only show that Bp(f, l) is y-open for / G CLY,7) and p G metr(7). Let g G 5 (/, 1) and choose a positive number e < 1 -p(f ,g) and let %f e cov (7) consist of the open /9-balls in 7 of radius e/3. Then
There is a similar result for the modified limitation topology 3'.
For a map / G C(X, 7), let metr(/) denote the collection of all bounded compatible metrics for open subspaces of 7 that contain im/; that is, metr(/) = U{metr(£/) \imfcU, U is open in 7} .
2.7. Proposition. Le/ 7 be a metrizable space. The collection {B (/,1)|/g C(Jf, 7), ¿) G metr(/)} /?rw5 a basis for 3'.
The proof of 2.7 is similar to that of 2.6.
Finally, we mention a result of Toruñczyk [To2] . For a G C(7,(0,co)), p G metr (7), and / G C(X,Y), we write Bp(f,a) = {g G C(X,7)| P(f(x),g(x)) < a(f(x)) for all x G X}. Each Bp(f,a) is y-closed and, if p is fixed, then (Bp(f ,a) \ f e C(X ,Y), a G C(7,(0,oo))} forms a basis of y-closed subsets of C(X, 7) [To2].
The examples
The following simple example illustrates that in general neither 3 nor 3' can form a basis for any topology on C(X, 7). Let X denote the natural numbers N with the discrete topology and 7 the real numbers R with the usual euclidean topology. Define maps /, g+ , g_ G C(X, 7) by the equations f(X) = {0}, g+(n) = n for n e X, and g_(n) = -n for n G X. Observe that h'(n) = w for all but finitely many n since the fact that h is ^-close to both g+ and g_ forces A(«) -» 0 as « -» oo. Obviously, h' G B(h, W) ; however, h! is not 2C-close to g+, for any such map cannot take on any fixed negative value infinitely often. This contradicts 3.1. Hence, for this particular example, neither 3 not 3' is a basis for any topology on C(X,Y).
The form of this example can be used to generate many similar examples. In particular, we have the following proposition.
3.2. Proposition. If X is a noncompact metrizable space and Y is a noncompact AR, then 3 and 3' do not form bases for any topologies on C(X, Y). Proof. Fix a metric on 7 and choose a sequence i^}^, of X and a double sequence {y"}!°00 of 7 (indexed by the integers) of pairwise distinct elements that have no convergent subsequences in X and 7, respectively. Choose a double sequence {e,,}!0^ of positive numbers for which en -> 0 and e_n -► 0 as n -► oo and for which {Ne (y")}!°0O is pairwise disjoint, where Ne(y) denotes the e-neighborhood of y in 7. For each integer n ^ 0, let Un denote Nen(y0) U NCn(yn) and let U0 = Y -{yn \ n ¿ 0}, and let ^ denote the open cover of 7 that consists of the sets Un for all integers n. Use the fact that 7 is an AR to obtain maps g+, g_ G C(X, 7) that satisfy g+(xn) = yn and g-(xn) -y~n *°r eacn Positive integer n. Let / be the constant map f(X) = {y0} and observe that / is ^-close to both g+ and g_ and, if « G C(X ,7) is ^-close to both g+ and g_ , then /z(x") -> y0 as « -* oo. If either 3 or 3' is a basis for a topology on C(X, 7), then there is a map A g C(X, 7) and an open in 7 covering 3F of im« for which feB(h,W)cB(g+,W)nB(g_,&).
Let Z = (J W. Since Z is an ANR, there is a covering ^ of Z refining W such that 2^-close maps into Z are 3F-homotopic. Since / = y0 is 2F-close to A, there exists W Ç.W with y0 G ^. Hence y0 is an element of Z and there exists V t'V with y0 G V. Since 7 is a nontrivial AR, there is a point v in K different from y0. Define a map A" on {xn}^, by l"j U ifA(jc")GF and observe that h"(xn) = v for all but finitely many values of n . Since h" is 2^-close and hence ^-homotopic to A | {xn}^j, the controlled version of the Homotopy Extension Theorem implies that A" extends to a map A' G C(X, 7) that is W-close to A . Thus h'(xn) -> v ^ y0 as n-too. This contradicts our assumption on A and W, thus showing that neither 3 nor y ' forms a basis for a topology on C(X, 7).
The first example of this section provides a simple-minded example illustrating the failure of 2.3 whenever C(X,Y) is topologized by x. With X, 7, g+ , g_ , and ^ as in the first paragraph of this section, let E denote the set of all maps g in C(X, 7) such that im g misses a neighborhood of 0. It is easy to see that for every / g C(X, 7) and T' G cov (7), there exists g G E 2^-close to /. However, E is not T-dense in C(X, 7) since E has empty intersection with the nonempty r-open set B(g+,%) n B(g_ ,%). This example is somewhat artificial and so we offer another example that illustrates the power of the limitation topology 3 vis-à-vis the impotence of x in the study of the topology of the separable Hubert space l2. For an arbitrary separable metrizable space X, any map /: X -* l2 is approximable, with cover close control in l2, by Z-maps (i.e., maps / such that the closure of im/ is a Z-set). This means, precisely, that for each map /: X -► l2 and open cover % of l2 , there exists a Z-map g: X -► l2 ^-close to /. This can be stated conveniently in terms of (*) as the set E of Z-maps of X into l2 is y-dense in C(X ,l2). The proof of this fact goes as follows. Let {e¡} be a countable dense set of maps from the Hubert cube /°° into l2, which exists since C(I°°, l2) is separable, and for each i let E¡ be the set of maps in C(X ,l2) each of whose image misses a neighborhood of the image of e¡. It is the case that E contains f)™l Ei and since C(X ,7) is a Baire space when topologized by 3 (see 4.1), it suffices to show that each Ei is y-open and y-dense. It is easy to see that each Ei is 3-open and since any compact subset of l2, in particular, im et, is a (strong) Z-set, it follows that (**) holds for each /. Hence each E¡ is y-open and y-dense and we conclude that (**) holds for E. This actually proves something stronger than that E is y-dense, namely, that E contains a y-dense G g -subset. This result is important in that it can be coupled with the fact that the set of closed embeddings Emb(X,/2) of a completely metrizable space X into l2 is a y-dense Gs-subset of C(X, 7) to obtain the result that the set of closed Z-embeddings of such X into l2 is y-dense in C(X, 7). This result was used in Toruñczyk's original proof of his topological charcterization of l2 [To2] .
Contrast the results of the previous paragraph with the situation for the topology x. It remains true that each E¡ is r-open; however, even though (**) holds for each E¡, we cannot use this to prove that (**) holds for E. The reader may construct particular examples similar to our simple-minded example of the previous paragraph that show that Ei is not necessarily t-dense even though (**) holds for Ei. The useful fact that (**) holds for E (and the more useful fact that E contains a dense (/¿-subset in some suitable topology on C(X, 7)) is not reflected by the use of the topology x and cannot be expressed conveniently in the language of x.
A. SUBSPACES AND THE BAIRE PROPERTY Let F be a subset of C(X, 7). It easily is seen that the subset U of F is open in the subspace topology 3F (3J.) on F determined by 3 (31) if and only if, for each feU, there exists B(f, W) e 3 (3') with B(f,W)nFc U. This follows, for example, from the fact that any U c F for which each feU has B{f,tt) with B(f,W)nFcU may be written as
Consider the case where X = Y is metrizable and F is the group of autohomeomorphisms of X, denoted in the literature by Auth X (Homeo(^f) is reserved for denoting Author equipped with the compact-open topology). We shall see below that in this case each set of the form H(f ,fi) = B(f ,1¿) n AuthX, where / G Auth A!" and ^ G cov (AT) , is open in the subspace topology on Auth X determined by 3, which equals that determined by 3'. This implies that the subspace topology on Auth X determined by x and x both equal that determined by 3 and also implies the well-known fact (see [BP, IV, §1] ) that the collection 33 = {H(f',ît) \ f G AuthX, 2f g cov(Ar)} forms a basis for a topology on AuthX, namely the topology 3KuXhX, in which the collection {H(f, %) | ^ g cov(X)} forms a basis of open neighborhoods for /. This example probably has reinforced the misconception that 3 forms a basis for the limitation topology on C(X, 7). To see that H(f ,1i) is ^uthx"°Pen where / G Auth X and ^ g cov(X), fix a metric p G metr(X) and a homeomorphism g G H(f, íí) and define for each x G X the number ß(x) :
ß(x) = sup{¿ > 0 I SU G îi such that f(x) G U and Ng(g(x)) c U}.
ß : X -► (0, oo) is a lower semicontinuous function and since 0 < ß, a wellknown result of C. Dowker [Du, VIII, 4 .3] provides a continuous a : X -► (0, oo) suchthat 0 < a(x) < ß(x) for each x G X. Easily, B (g ,aog~ ) is contained in B{f,1t) forcing H(g,3T) to be contained in H{f ,1t) where 'V g cov(X) satisfies B(g,'V)c~Bp(g,aog~x). It follows that H(f ,%f) is ^uthX-open. We close with an extremely useful and important lemma due to H. Toruñczyk. First, a definition. For a subset F c C(X,Y) and metric p G metr(7), F denotes the /7-closure of F ; that is, / G F if and only if / is the /^-uniform limit of maps from F. 4.1. Toruríczyk's Lemma (see [To2] ). Let X and Y be spaces with Y completely metrizable and topologize C(X, 7) using either the limitation topology 3 or the modified limitation topology 3'. Let F be a subspace of C(X, 7) and Un for each positive integer n an open subset of C(X, 7). If UnnF is dense in F for each n, then F is in the closure of f)~ ! Un n F , where p is any metric in metr(7). In particular, C(X, 7) is a Baire space. of sequences in the topology x on C(X, 7). In that paper, x is labeled the open-cover topology.
